
2020 Small Boat Season 
article by Martin Herbert

A group of small boat enthusiasts gathered for six picnic outings this year to enjoy some 
social distancing adventures on our beautiful corner of the Salish Sea. The first was a 
sailing trip to Selby Cove on Prevost Island, anchoring out and lunching within hail, a 
beautiful July day with perfect wind. Pictured below are Jim Hennessy and Rob Denny 
just to weather of my sail on the reach across. 

On July 29th we again went to Prevost, this time to James Bay. Pictured left to right 
below, Bernadette’s lovely 90 year old rowboat, my Delaware Duckboat and Bob De 
Roos’s International 12’ dinghy. Despite us having good wind, albeit on the nose, the 
rowboat beat us all to the beach. 
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Our next trip, August 13th, was to the beach at the entrance to Long Harbour. It was a 
very calm morning so I didn’t bring my sailing rig. Bob stuck it out ghosting along and 
was rewarded with some afternoon wind and a glorious sail home. I had never been to 
this beach before, it was very pretty and is now on my list of destinations. 

September 2 saw our largest gathering and a close destination, Chocolate Beach. Apart 
from two kayakers we had the place to ourselves. Anchored out are Skori, Elijah Harper 
and Snug. On the beach , Ruth Riddell’s whitehall and John Gauld’s Champion dinghy 
“Gautheria”. On the logs, Bob’s other boat, his home made kayak and Amy Melious’s 
double paddle canoe. Our route was a crossing to Powder Island and a slow tour of the 
far side of Goat and Deadman Islands, checking out the anchored yachts and workboats. 
Travelling at a slow pace in a group with such a wealth of knowledge makes for an 
entertaining and fascinating mini voyage. 
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October saw the end of summer and yet we were unwilling to give up our adventures. 
People were also getting busier and finding a time that would work for everyone was 
getting more difficult. Our solution was to have two mini outings on October 6th and 7th 
and head through town eventually lunching on Churchill Beach. We were joined by Greg 
Slakov and Bo Curtis in two even smaller boats, under 8’, both home built. Rob Denny 
brought his Kayak making for everyone in a boat that they had built. It was a foggy 
beginning that turned to bright sunshine by lunchtime. The second day also started in 
fog and improving weather. A slight change of destination was brought about by loud 
leaf blowers uphill from Churchill. After a circuit of Goat and Deadman Islands we 
crossed the harbour and lunched on the spit a short distance from the club. 

Six very successful small boat outings has us hoping for one more great day in October 
and looking forward to next season adventuring in the beauty close to home.
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